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Mario's Pepperoni Pizza Pie Delivery
Posted by : Bruno de Landevoisin
Post date: 01/17/2015 - 16:40
Next week, I'm tossing up the notion that the
market will run up until Mario delivers his large
pepperoni pizza pie on Thursday....... Hold the
Greek olives, Italian sausage and Spanish onions!

There Are More Slaves Today Than Ever
Before In Human History

Posted by: George Washington
Post date: 01/18/2015 - 01:30
And There Are More Blacks Under Correctional
Control Today Than In 1850 Slaveholding
America

KeRRY SiMoN...
Posted by: williambanzai7
Post date: 01/17/2015 - 15:51
I'll come runnin...
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The Truth "Behind" The Charlie Hebdo Solidarity
Photo-Op

Submitted by Tyler Durden on 01/17/2015 23:45 -0500

Barack Obama  Middle East  New Normal  Reality  Turkey  Ukraine

 
Once again the mainstream media peddled the spoon-fed propaganda
that world leaders "led the march" to honor the victims of the Paris
shootings last week. Glorious photo-ops of Merkel, Hollande,
Poroshenko, David Cameron (oh, and not Barack Obama) were smeared
across front pages hailing the "unity in outrage." However, as appears
to be the case in so many 'events' in the new normal managed thinking
in which we live, The Independent reports, French TV has exposed
the reality of the 'photo-op' seen-around-the-world: the
'dignitaries' were not in fact "at" the Paris rallies but had the photo
taken on an empty guarded side street...

As The Independent reports,

A different perspective on the leader’s portion of the
march has emerged in the form of a wide shot
displayed on French TV news reports.
 
It shows that the front line of leaders was followed by
just over a dozen rows other dignitaries and officials –
after which there was a large security presence
maintaining a significant gap with the throngs of other
marchers.
 
The measure was presumably taken for security reasons –
but political commentators have suggested that it
raises doubts as to whether the leaders were really
part of the march at all.
 
 

 
 
The FT’s Middle East correspondent Borzou Daragahi
commented: “Seems world leaders didn’t “lead” Charlie
Hebdo marchers in Paris but conducted photo op on
empty, guarded street.”
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Sat, 01/17/2015 -
12:47 | 5674008

*  *  *

Perhaps even more ironically, nine of those countries represented in
the march are in the final third of the World Press Freedom Index,
compiled annually by Reporters Without Borders.

 

Algeria (121) - Represented by foreign Ramtane Lamamra

Mali (122) - Represented by president Ibrahim Boubacar Keita

Ukraine (127) - Represented by president Petro Porochenko

Tunisia (133) - Represented by prime minister Mehdi Jomaa

Palestinian Authority (138) - Represented by president Mahmoud
Abbas

Jordan (141) - Represented by King Abdullah II and Queen Rania

Russia (148) - Represented by foreign minister Sergei Lavrov

Turkey (154) - Represented by prime minister Ahmet Davutoglu

Bahrain (163) - Represented by foreign minister Sheikh Khaled bin
Ahmed Al Khalifa and Prince Abdullah Bin Hamad al-Khalifa

*  *  *

"Je Suis Charlie" if and only if it suits our purpose at that very moment
in time...?

Average:

Your rating: None Average: 4.8 (52 votes)
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Rory_Breaker
Je suis
shocked, I tell ya, shocked /s

Ian Bremmer, a US political scientist and founder of the
Eurasia Group, said: “All those world leaders: Not
exactly ‘at’ the Paris rallies.”
 
Another US commentator, Gerry Hassan, called the
leaders’ contribution “pseudo-solidarity”.
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kaiserhoff
and we
expected

something else?

Buckaroo Banzai

Boko Harum (real
muslims, real terrorists) kill thousands; collective yawn.

A couple guys masquerading as muslim terrorists kill a
handful of editors at a failing, nihilistic satire magazine;
collective outrage.

Just another day in the shitshow factory.

 

Iwanttoknow
You

stoopid fuck,read.Figure out who finances
Boko Haram.I wonder why Tyler lets you post.

BaBaBouy
Nous

Sommes Tout Des CB Fiats FrontMen,
Charlie !

BaBaBouy
I

Wonder HOW MANY Takes It Required
To Get That Perfect Photo OP ???

smlbizman
and to add more insult the
females were edited out it
in isreal

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AnqRtWygUYA
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Fun Facts
Play Israeli Youths’
Hilarious New “Push
the Bibi” Video Game!

In the age of the political gaffe, how
could Israeli PM Bibi Netanyahu’s now-
notorious push to the front of the
memorial march in Paris last week not
turn heads? Fellow Israelis did a
collective facepalm and chided him for
presenting “the pushy Israeli, the
impolite Israeli” to the world during a
moment of global mourning for the
Charlie Hebdo cartoonists and hostages
killed in Paris.

But few went as far as the as-yet-
unnamed young creators of “Push the
Bibi,” a fun-poking arcade-style game
that lets you navigate the Prime Minister
to the front of the march.

http://whatreallyhappened.com/fr/node/381524

NidStyles

Wait, there's a
polite non-pushy
Israeli? I have

never met one.

ajax
 

 

From The Jewish Daily Forward:
"Sad but true farce behind
Israel's funeral for Paris Kosher
Market Terror Victims"

http://forward.com/articles/212791/sad-
but-true-farce-behind-israels-
fun...

 

Infinite QE
A farcical
story about
a farcical

people. Reminds me of the
old joke about the penny-
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nail invention being by two
jews fighting over a penny.

Leopold B. Scotch
So the
push to
the front

was to the front of a
fake march?  So was the
puhsiness for
"credibility"?

Rakshas

.....YOU

(psuedo)RACIST
BASTARD....... some a
one maybe will put
sheeny curse on a you
......... 

winchester
fuck
charlie,
what you

wanna do now days
later... nothing, they
cannot prevent day-1,
fuck that... every body
is full parano, they all
go buy shooting licence
to buy guns....

france is futur usa. no
more to say, boom,
period.

 

instead look how oil is
finishing to tank and
slightly raising, plan
didn't work as expected
for obozo's masters...
bank run in greece since
early today....

 

end of the month, will it
blend ?
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Zero Debt

Photo op?
How about
psy op?

How about total utter
staged propaganda ploy,
seizing the moment for
political purposes? Suddenly
everone agrees,
miraculously, on something.
Anybody see a problem with
this? All national agendas,
suddenly aligning? A total
coincidence?

"Terror attacks", the key
word to trigger sympathy,
exasperate and plug
outrage 24/7 among the
sheeple, who have nothing
better to do with their time,
and no ideas on their own.
Hey, look at these blurry
photos of men with beard
and shaky videos of
beheadings, isn't this an
outrage, so now everybody,
listen up and respect your
leaders! Fear and hysteria,
rile them up! Excite them to
the point of loss of logic.
Create unity and then ban
encryption and any private
conversations once and for
all! Becasue your leaders
said so. Just keep voting, as
if it helped. BAAAAH!

But gosh, if someone dared
to draw a synagogue
caricature to ridicule j-s,
then there is no free free
speech for you, because
that its "hate speech" by law
in multiple countries and is
banned. Kind of like
ridiculing Da King in
Thailand. Oh, and feel free
to draw islamic things, and
enjoy those derogatory
cartoons, while chewing on
those baguettes, judging
people you never met,
among who you have no
friends and have never met
anyone in person, but do
not never ever ever dare to
draw anything remotely
similar to the from the h-l-
c--st because then you go
to jail, expedited process
without fair trial. And do
not ever, ever, talk about
the h-l-c--st when asking a
question, do not even think
about it. An open society is
a society that pounds Islam
to the point of total ridicule,
period full stop. There is no
honor, respect and
tolerance for islam, because
dishonor, disrespect and
untolerance towards Islam
is necessary to build a
George Soros-style open
society with free hate
speech. Because this is
France.
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Why can't people see the
total in your face lack of
logic in the argument and
keep holding up their
pathetic looking Charlie
banners to please the
government and play along
the mainstream narrative?
How about free speech for
everybody, can you handle
that, Charlie? If you are in
trouble, just ask Yellen for
more money, I heard she
has some and NY Times will
print a nice story for you.
Thanks in advance!

runswithscissors

so...those muslims that
robbed me and tried to
stab me when I
wandered into the
islamic area when I was
in Paris...those were
mossad agents? really?
it was all a big psy-op
to get me to hate
muslims?

walküre

you
sure
they

weren't romanians?

fel.temp.reparatio

Paris' "No-go Zone"
BS has been
debunked already...
but nice try son :-D

BigJim
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Sat,

 so...those
muslims

that robbed me and
tried to stab me
when I wandered
into the islamic area
when I was in
Paris...those were
mossad agents?
really? it was all a
big psy-op to get
me to hate
muslims?

No, they were
probably
'Muslims'... despite
robbery being
expressly forbidden
in the Koran.

Just as 3/4 of US
citizens say they are
Christians.

Looking at people's
behaviours, it's clear
the vast majority are
Muslim/Christian in
name only.

But if you want to
hate all Muslims
because a few of
them harmed you
(unIslamically)
presumably you
hate all
Christians/Jews/Atheists
for injuries received
from
Christians/Jews/Atheists
in the past? Is there
anyone you don't
hate?

Bohm Squad

Agnostics seem
OK.

FrankieGoesToHo...

I met a sweet
one in a hut on a
trail in NZ south

island many moons ago. 
Thanks for the digging that one
out of the lost memory.
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mrdenis
Which one is Buffett?

A Fist Full of Fiat

He's the one
pretending to be a
paperboy.

He_Who Carried ...
Which one is Tyler
Durden, champion
of free speech?

FireBrander
Are we even sure they were
all there? Seems like a lot of
work; would be much easier

to "generate" the proper picture with
PhotoShop. Surprised they didn't cut-and-
paste Obama into the photo.

layman_please

only the green screen
was missing.

combatsnoopy
You CAN hologram
them in, like CNN
does in their blue

screen
room. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=js6b31_p5cc
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king
leon
They

photoshoped a few

Cacete de Ouro
We photoshopped a few
folks

angel_of_joy

Fake people, from a
fake world. I sure feel
well "represented"

now...

king
leon
They

photoshoped a few

Skateboarder

Everything evil in this world is funded by
Hidden Hand Criminal Holdings Inc. If

there were any real terrizz out there, whatever their
religious affiliations, motivations and endgoals,
they would have droned the living fuck out of these
mighty losers at their private "march" photo-op
gathering.

Chupacabra-322
I would have given up my left
nut to have a Fireing Squad in
front of the Pure Evil

Psychopathic group of Criminals.

robobbob
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Why would you want to
lose a nut just to take out
a bunch of howdy doody

puppets? You want the people who made
them do the photo op.

benb
I wonder how much of
the public actually
believes any of this

garbage anymore? These staged
shootings and the phony puppet
leaders... my guess is about 50%...
That's a lot of brain dead whatever you
want to call'em.

FireBrander

Drugs, Ivory
and extortion funds Boko...they are heavily
dependent upon the "West" to fund thier "Anti-
Western" campaign.

piratepiet
How
do

you
figure
out who finances Boko Haram ? 

Zero Debt
That
can't
be Al

Qaeda,
who gets their money from...well you know
the rest.

Jack Burton

"
a

failing, nihilistic
satire magazine "

A magazine who not long ago fired an employee for
anti Israel statements. It seems, that Israel is the
spoiled child of this magazine, whose Zionist roots are
clear enough to see. I have seen a number of cartoons
this Zionist magazine publishes, firstly they are not
funny, not well drawn, childish, and totally committed
to the Neoconservative world propaganda war on the
populations of France. Wanna know the people,
government wants you to hate? Read this pathetic
magazine, written by it's former baby boomer university
student protestors. Liberal bastions of political
correctness and deeply rooted in Zionism. No room for
any anti Israeli talk inside the offices, because they are
too busy writing cartoons to further the CIA's latest
enemies list.
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Off course these fake liberals are deeply supportive of
Israel and Ukraine's Kiev Fascist Junta. Who ever the
Washington Zionist dictatorship tells them to smear,
they smear. Doing the occasions cartoon designed to
make them look unbiased in their humor. Besides,
these fuckers are nto at all funny.

corsair
From

Jonathan Revusky on The Saker Blog:

If the "Je suis Charlie" crowd is to be believed, my
right to draw a cartoon portraying the Virgin Mary
as a street whore and her son Jesus pimping her, is
of paramount importance, no matter how offensive
other people find it. However, it is not important to
be able to:

(i) have a public discussion of the implausibilities of
the official story of 9/11 
(ii) have intellectually honest discussion of the
events of WW2, in particularly the atrocities in
which Jews were the victims, i.e. the “Holocaust”. 
(iii) even mention the power or organized world
Jewry (and I mean, even mention it without
bothering to say whether you think it is a good or
bad thing, it is simply taboo to mention it.) 
(iv) have serious discussion of issues like gender,
ethnicity, race outside the imposed straightjacket of
"political correctness”. 

Why are the above topics of discussion taboo?
Apparently, it is because such speech offends
people. It is hurtful to them!!!??? 

This is a bizarre paradox and it baffled me for the
longest while. Finally, I did resolve the conundrum.
Apparently, in France, and in the West generally,
unrestricted free speech is only important in the
case of people, who, like the ageing hipster
cartoonists of Charlie Hebdo, actually have
nothing to say! 

combatsnoopy
sorry about the double post-

combatsnoopy

corsair, how exactly did you get
into my head? 
That's exactly what I was

thinking! 
The government bought off press violates the
1st Amendment in so many ways.

OMG, you can't even defend The Ohio State
Football team in the land because the SEC and
ESPN have gone full throttle to the 9th element
in the depths of Hades.  
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Sat,
01/17/2015

Well it kind of got that bad.  

But anyways---this country defending the 1st
Amendment elsewhere for provokative comics
would censor our discussion on the real estate
ponzi scheme all over the internet before the
subprime collapse.

 

Me personally, I've been censored by Facebook
(a government arm- again violating the 1st
Amendment).  And they want us to think that
they care about it?

 

The
Black

Bishop
You should all read
"Protocols of the Elders of
Zion". Yes, the book is

claimed to be a hoax. But for a book
published in 1897 and reviewed in
hindsight today...boy oh boy... It reads like
the playbook it was supposed to be. That or
it BECAME the playbook.

 

We live in a surreal world that seems to be
circling the drain faster and faster.

new Fun Facts

one page summary

https://understandingtheworldtoday.wordpress.com/

Hayabusa

Corsair,

 

The answer to your "taboo questions" and
prohibition from nondiscussion is simple....
clearly the government wants no free speech for
the people, so they

orchastrate all kinds of scenarios whose genesis
is "out-lawing" the "most offensive"
topics/discussion first then use those as a
springboard to add others

over the course of time until free speech is
totally and systematically erradicated.  That's
my observation anyway.

Lea
At the
same
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time,
Jack, it

sold
a measly 30,000 to 45,000 copies per
month, which is well close to nil.

These terrorists are really dumb. Some more
months and that disgusting magazine would have
been gone for good and now, see all the free
advertising they get!

But yes, you're right. Neocons they are, as are
nearly all the Trotskysts and former Trotskysts on
earth.

UselessEater

Nice
Jack...wish we had the internet when Mugabe was
being brought to power despite the desire of the
people (B&W fighting) against the big finance, arms
and cuddles of the UK, USA, USSR, China... and each
corp/nation today has a big finger in the resources
pie of that now sad nation...which the same
protagonists treat as a joke. Hell is created with
support.

Balkan

This

"Charlie Hebdo" case strongly reminds me
the past "Pussy Riot" campaign where they

performed an obscene messa (mess) in the main
Russian Orthodox Cathedral and were worldwide
supported by all "Freedom of Speech" figters.

Probably very few Western people knew these ladies
before but they were a part of a wider circle of
activists aka "Group Voina" who formerly had
published other performances such as group sex in
a Museum, inserting a frozen chicken into the place
where women give birth, etc.

 

There was also such an artistic performance by one
of killed CH cartoonists:
http://i58.tinypic.com/2qlqvqr.jpg

Redneck Hippy

Je

Suis Charlie just
the vanguard for the next Nazi movement in Europe.

Thank you ISIS for exposing the obvious.  

gladih8r
Heh,
yeah,
that

movement should probably just be called Je
Suis Heb-do. 

Might as well skip the charade.  All the career
politicians are already onboard anyway.
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JR

Boko Haram is a
black, localized militant group that has displaced
around 650,000 people within Nigeria and forced
hundreds of thousands to flee the country similar to the
Zionists, who removed some 700,000 Palestinians from
Palestine when they occupied their homeland in 1948,
bombing and killing thousands of others.

Here’s Justin Raimondo of Anti-war.com on Hillary
Clinton, Boko Haram, and the Meaningless Politics of
the US Terrorist List:

“A political sideshow to the escalating focus on the
Nigerian militant group Boko Haram is what it means
for Hillary Clinton’s presidential prospects. Boko
Haram was not officially designated a terrorist
group until Clinton stepped down and John Kerry
became Secretary of State (June 2012). This,
Republicans tell us, reveals she is weak on terrorism
and doesn’t have the leadership or foresight to keep
the country safe as president.

“To try and make a substantive political point on the
basis of the farcical and arbitrary State Department
terrorist list is laughable. The “official list” is so fickle
and ludricous as to be useless in any serious political
discussion except to demonstrate how illegitimate it is.

“As I wrote last month:

“The government puts individuals or groups on and
takes them off according to its interests at the time:
Nelson Mandela was on it before he became admired
by the world as a man of peace, Saddam Hussein was
on it until the U.S. decided it wanted to support him
militarily against Iran in the 1980s, the Iranian group
MEK was on it until 2012 when the U.S. decided having
an Iranian dissident group off the terrorist list could be
in its benefit, etc.

“And of course, any militant groups that the U.S.
wants to aid with money and weapons can’t be on
the terrorist list, even if they conduct terrorist
operations.

http://antiwar.com/blog/2014/05/09/hillary-clinton-
boko-haram-and-the-meaningless-politics-of-the-
us-terrorist-list/

Never One
Roach

Myanmar woman screams innocence
before Saudi beheading:
 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/myanmar-woman-
screams-innocence-saudi-beheading-vi...

IrritableBowels

Here's the video...

http://www.liveleak.com/view?
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NSFW

tumblemore

Is the executioner black? I
read they still use African
slaves for that as it's

considered unclean work.

 

Chuck Walla

Time for another
hashtag from the Obamas, I'd say.

FORWARD KONZENTRATIONSLAGER!

markovchainey
No
shit

Kaiserhoff...douchebags always perform as douchebags...

Groundhog Day
A
nice
giant

bowling ball should
have rolled through to see how many pinheads it would
have knocked over

williambanzai7
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L Bean
Nice
juan.

LeisureSmith

This
one

made me laugh.
http://gfx.dagbladet.no/labrador/372/372214/37221490/jpg/active/978x.jpg
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HowdyDoody

<--- strapon
<--- real

Herr Merkel.

Government
need...

The

Greeks have had Merkel's caulk
buried in their asses.  They'll tell you
its real.

The Black
Bishop

Strong WB7! That was a great
one!

quasimodo

At

least they gave
them semi impressive units

Creepy Lurker
But...

Where
are
thier other hands?!?

This story is epic lulz. Whoever is responsible for
this story better keep one eye open while sleeping.

 

Only slightly off topic, another mysterious banker
(sort of) death:

http://news.yahoo.com/body-found-california-
desert-resort-missing-aig-ex...

Karaio
Como

sempre: 

Excelente!

:-)

New Kid

Je
suis
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asshole

post turtle saver

I'm no
Obama
fan, but

consider this...

if you were told this event was taking place, and you knew it
was just a "Potemkin Village" photo op, would you really want
to see money spent and schedules thrown about six ways from
Sunday just to have the US President or some other high-
ranking US official there... only to be exposed later as
participating in what's being painted as some made-up sham of
support?

there is no easy answer to that question because you can't
make everyone happy, but I think in light of this new
information the right call was made...

Haus-Targaryen

Completely agree.

FireBrander
We
could
have

AT LEAST
photoshopped Obama into the lineup; it's the thought that
counts.

Spigot

So,
if I

understand your
suggestion, we would do better to have a "green
screen" shilotte of Bams sent to France, to be added to
the fake photo op, then paint him in later, right?

noben
Or
the
way

Merkel was
photo-shopped OUT by a conservative Israeli
newspaper (as posted by another ZHer a few days ago,
along with link).

daveO
Since
when
is he

worried about
blowing tax dollars or appearing fake?  He's been doing
that his whole life. Here's an answer that's easier to
swallow. Laying low, just in case.

http://www.eutimes.net/2015/01/french-police-
commissioner-suicided-after...
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Clarabell

Note that the cop
was only shot once in the head in this "suicide". That
how they do it in Europe; whereas the CIA/FBI usually
suicides them with two shots to the head

downwiththebanks

Uncle Sam does it that way to send a
message to anyone stupid enough
to turn off Duck Dynasty and learn

the score.

Oldwood

Seriously?Have we
EVER seen Obama miss a photo op, regardless of how
contrived it may be? Really? That is all he does well, that
and reading a teleprompter.

neidermeyer
That
"freedom
of the

press" map cracks me up
... CANADA is in white for "freest" ,,, lets see what happens if
one article comes out critical of Sharia law or stating that Man
Made Global Climate Change is a hoax meant to enrich the elite
... you get jail time and your family is ruined.

Oldwood

depends on who
defines "free". A prison guard might suggest that you are
"free" to wander about the yard for an hour. A good judge
of freedom might be the percentage of people residing
outside of prison walls. Of course governments can always
find ways of fudging the numbers, like the UK did with
emergency room wait times by simply keeping everyone in
the ambulances. One way government could get prison
populations down would be a more "liberal" use of the
death penalty. Rather than freedom, a prison non-
participation rate.

Ultimately everyone wants freedom until it comes time to
pay for it. As much as we would like to think our
constitution "entitles" us to freedom, it simply gives us the
basic tools to fight to keep it, tools deemed too laborious,
confrontational, to be considered proper. The shortest,
easiest path usually leads to hell and we are well on our
way on it.

El Vaquero
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And it doesn't help that those tools are being blunted
like mad.  Especially the 4th amendment.  

PhilofOz
Or

daring to suggest the
holocaust might not quite be what we have been led to
believe! Total bullshit map created by Reporters without
borders... who controls them I wonder??

Balkan
It's
just
SNOW

IMHO.

Zero Debt

Didn't
get
the

memo? The only
freedom that truly matters nowadays is free as in free beer.

drendebe10
Lies, more
lies, &
damn

lies...

Aaronson.Jones....
We need
some
statistics.

Millivanilli

Profiles
in

courage... 

They are just too important to the stability and growth of global
corporate banking interests.   If they were murdered, gasps...
who would have the credibility to lie ad nauseum, to the
general public.

 

  

(Reuters) - World leaders including Muslim and Jewish
statesmen linked arms to lead more than a million French
citizens through Paris in an unprecedented march to pay tribute
to victims of Islamist militant attacks.

 

And there you have it folks.   Now, you tell me, why would you
believe the govts story on 911?   WHY?

we would like to think our constitution
"entitles" us to freedom, it simply gives us
the basic tools to fight to keep it, tools
deemed too laborious, confrontational, to
be considered proper.
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Nothing adds up. Not a god damn thing.   

Dugald
" who
would
have

the credibility to lie
ad nauseum, to the general public."

Silly boy.....when has there ever been a shortage of
politicians ready and willing to lie to people! 

ajax

 

 

"French TV has exposed
the reality of the 'photo-op' seen-around-the-world: the
'dignitaries' were not in fact "at" the Paris rallies but had
the photo taken on an empty guarded side street..."

"French tv has exposed the reality of..."

Should read as: "French tv has exposed the unreality of..."

All is not lost. It has been exposed.

IndyPat
An

interesting
observation I've made.

I've been battling a particularly nasty case of the flu. I
missed the entire Charlie Hebdo saga. The entire narrative
cycle. Was out totally.

I've notice that this put me at an advantage, as the story
relies on a time line unfolding of the narrative to get any
traction, even in the most empty of minds.
Being out and viewing it, working backwards is as shocking
as it is laughable.
A side note. I like a good dig on the Frogs as anyone
outside that glorious land. Take the piss and whatnot.
However, I centainly gave them much, more credit than this
in my heart of hearts. Most of the shit we give them is
baseless and sophomoric, no matter how fun.
I thought they were much smarter than this. I though only
'Merickins fell for this bullshit.

snodgrass
Maybe they
thought
they were all

going to Euro-Disney.

BullyBearish

Amazing
what owners will have their employees do...

kaiserhoff
Well,
they
weren't

on their knees,
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  (in the photo).

knukles

Bankers weren't
there...

 

Well, that explains why O'jammies didn't go.  No great
photo op with a crowd of millions of fawning world
citizenry crying for deliverance, salvation and redemption a
la the 2008 speech at the German Arch of the New World
Order Covenant in Berlin.  
But mind you, Johnnielongface did bring James Taylor to
sing for the Prime Minister to make it all right, so no harm
no foul.

walküre

the puppets
were in the photo op, the masters were toasting in
Versailles

toujour la meme merde

SofaPapa
Anybody
who thinks that the elites will actually engage in a
crowd of thousands of relatively uncontrolled

common folk is out of their mind.  There are in fact enough people
out here who are waking up that it is way too late (read "physically
dangerous") for them actually to attempt to connect to the people
they "represent".  This is a perfect representation of the reality of
our world.  They are inside the circle, and everyone else is outside.
1984.

newworldorder
You are
correct.
I would

also like to add the
following. - Our Presidents security concerns for himself were
bogus.

He could have gone and been safe in this controlled and
protected environment.

- To the people of the West. Are these alleged Leaders capable
or able of defending their citizens against Islam, now that they
Islam has declared war against the West?

- All Western Press has been captured by Globalist
propagandists. They will not speak truth unless ordered to do
so. Why was this wide shot of the march not published as it
happened?

- ALL Western Leaders live in fear of the Muslim populations in
their countries. They will not fix the problem. It will be
ultimately left to the average citizen to protect himself.

Winston Churchill

You
have a
link to

someone like the
Grand Mufti declaring a Fatwah ?

Until you do , best stick to facts.
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I agree about the immigration problems, many saw it
coming,Enoch Powell for one,

and were vilified for their insight.Shame he wasn't listened
to, but here we are.

How we resolve it is important, without starting a real
Jihad.The last one didn't work out to

well for the west.They were called the Crusade.

newdoobie

Since Ataturk got
rid of the caliphate there hasn't been too many Grand
mufti around. A few countries still have them. (a mufti
is just a judge of religious matters) In Shia countries
they got so many Imams they had to create new levels
of authority hence your twelver Ayatollahs. And I do
believe the Ayatollah of Iran did declare a Fatwa against
the great and little Satan. Well he declares many Fatawa
(Plural Fatwa) since any religious ruling is called a
Fatawa.

Winston
Churchill

There are currently 6 grand mufti's.

Wikipedia is not a reliable source.How you spell
arabic or farsi words in english

has few conventions.Spelling them in american is
even more tortuous.

Monty Burns

Or
THE

GREAT
STAN
as one Iranian banner hilariously misspelled

it many years ago.

Sokhmate
It had
been

brought to my attention in the past that one
had to be aware of the delineation between,

and be able to distinguish, fatwa and/from faswa

As an example, sexual jihad is a faswa

newworldorder

The Islamists have
declared a Jihad against the US and the West. Notice
that China and Russia are not mentioned.  As to how we
resolve this; We will not resolve it. It will go on for
centuries as it always has. There are few if any Islamic
countries full of Muslims, willing to resnounce the
essence of what Islam is, which is a never ending entity
with perpetual prostelization and conquest of the
unbelievers as one of its core tenets.We are in a resist
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of convert situation. Disbelieve this at your own and
your peril.

I merely point you to world history on Islam from its
inception to the present.There is ample proof of its
inability for reform, compromise or even its inability for
reason and objectivity. Those do not exist.

It is a decease of total submission to its will - or else.
There is no middle ground for Islam. There never has
been for over a millenia.

L Bean

Maybe Obama isn't
just scared of the common people', he's scared of the Elite's
Puppets, and possibly even more. 'One of these days, right
in the kisser', from some disgruntled former soviet bloc
state's leader, whom we've swindled in one way or other.

Monty Burns

Islam

would be no threat
whatsoever to the West had 'our' traitors not allowed tens
of millions of them swarm into our countries.

downwiththebanks
Probably wouldn't be much of a threat,
either, if Christendom hadn't gone on
the little holy crusade for Zionism and

petrol this last century...

awakeRewe

Monty,

You should a thousand ups for that insight.

TeethVillage88s

People that live in Gated
Communities or have personal
security for themselves seldom

really fear the people.

FireBrander
I'm a
nobody,
and I fear

the "common folk". Stroll
through "who got arrested" locally and it's a wonder I even
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leave my house; and if that's not scary enough, shop Walmart
on a Friday or Saturday night.

daveO

Walmart is a great
invention. The cops know where to go to pick up their most
wanted and the rest of us know how to avoid the criminals!

Billy the Poet

I

shop at Walmart
because I can buy the same items available elsewhere
for a substantial discount. That's a good thing.

Oldwood
Like

always shopping for the best price has had
no costs. If a few more people had been

willing to buy a Magnavox or Motorola rather than a
Samsung or Sony, we might have a few more jobs
here. Just sayin, there are very few really good
deals. we either pay up front or further on down the
road, where usually we can least afford it.

downwiththebanks
SONY= Standard Oil of New
York.  Created by Uncle Sam in
the post nuke colonization of

Japan.

IndyPat
It

would also be a
great tool for deporting illegals, if that were a priority.

Can't swing a dead cat in Walmart without knocking
over 3 dozen squat fat little beaners with shopping
carts full of kids.
Between Walmart and Home Depot, we could round
them up and ship them out pretty easily.

UselessEater

SofaPapa... I
agree with
the 1st

sentence but not the
second, simply because there is too much evidence to prove we
are passive unless engineered - eg riots are provoked and
given a chance to forment. We may protest but rarely do we
desire harm...the so called elites are merely avoiding talking to
regular folks who will ask the hard questions in public, demand
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an answer and object to the answers given. Its ivory tower
protection, controlled media protection.....its less dangerous if
a political rep regularly presents one self for Q&A but they
choose to evade constituents & make TERROR the reason for
avoiding the citizens they apparently serve long before terror
became an issue. Guess its cause they're inside the circle you
clearly articulate so why do they give a toot they will do just
fine.

KnuckleDragger-X
All we are
saying is give cheap photo ops a chance....

davidalan1

Surreal
picture...

ParkAveFlasher
No, just
real.

knukles
Kinda
like
this?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJWObKrxzPQ

JAFAH

As real
as the
whole

"Charlie"
extravaganza. Release a few stage directed videos, photos,
spin a yarn and repeat it on the "news" channels non-stop,
you've got a "crisis", one that needs addressing.

Renfield
<<Merkel,
Hollande, Poroshenko, David Cameron (oh, and
not Barack Obama)>>

Could have sworn Netanyahu was present too, wasn't he? Doesn't
he deserve a mention on this illustrious list? I was sure he fit right
in...

Ensowatt
Yes!  It is
quite
weird

that this article fails to
mention the presence of Bibi Netanyahu!  He apparently forced
his way in after being uninvited by Hollande.

Renfield

See,
this is
the

ONLY thing about
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Hebdo that I find interesting.

Bibi was explicitly UN-invited, and he came anyway. Which
caused offense and disturbed NWO solidarity.

Barky was explicitly invited, and he no-showed. Which
caused offense and disturbed NWO solidarity.

I have whiled away many a minute imagining different
reasons for this situation, these 2 rebels against the NWO
solidarity show. I can't help thinking the key to the whole
Hebdo fiasco shows up, in adding these two facts together
like 2 and 2, but alas the 4 still lies somewhere beyond my
poor brain.

disabledvet

The final cover
(sold out in minutes!) says it all.

 

Now this jihad has spread all over Europe "but it has
nothing to do with religion.". I say again...I do not
support US interventions in Civil Wars.

 

The folks here at ZH know what real freedom of
expression means...and the consequences for said
expression I might add.

 

How odd there must be laws concerning these matters.

bringbackddt

They
will

knock
you off
just call em on something.

Muh Raf

These 2 hate each
other. It is entirely possible that Obongo said he
wouldn't be there if Bibi turned up, which is why Neti
was told not to put in an appearance. Bibi and his Likud
pals openly call Obongo a schwartzer and Obongo has
been informed of this demeaning nomenclature which
has totally p*ssed him off.

Oldwood
Given
that is
was

primarily Jews and their supporters that
were attacked, it would seem odd that

Israel would not be represented. It does not seem
odd however, that the French didn't want Bibi there
as their primary concern is still to not offend
Muslims and given the Jews are leaving France this
would be a big win for France and the Muslims.
They both have considerable anti Jew history
between them. During WWII they would have likely
been allies.
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Sandmann

Rubbish - what has Netanyahu to do
with Jews in France ? He appeals to

them to leave France and go to Israel, a country
surrounded by hostile Muslims and 7000 went
last year - for how long we do not know.....out
of 500,000  - it is the same appeal Sharon
made in 2004. It is hardly helpful to have Gaza
Ghetto Man in Paris inflaming matters

Renfield
You're saying they found it
in bad taste to have the
head terrorist show up at

the front of the marchers?

Oldwood

Exactly! We wouldn't want
anyone inflaming matters,
hurting the poor little

sensitive Muslims who were forcibly moved
to France against their will, leaving their
religion and culture behind. Like in America
where we must press 2 for English because
the more culturally diverse refuse to learn
to speak English. For the French it is
working out beautifully. They can finally
export the remaining Jews while removing
the few "collective" rights the French have
left. Your hatred for Jews blinds you to the
bigger picture. Neither Jews or Muslims will
gain from this. Maybe that's not a bad thing
but to act like its not happening only
strengthen the hand of those who will
eventually deal with us.

bid the soldier...
 

There you go again.

Conflating Jews and Israelis, are we?
 Ick.  

It is Israel's agression and expansion
that have made theJews so hated by the
European and Muslim worlds.

And Israel's terrorist Prime Minister, Bibi
Netanyahu, follows in the footsteps of
Israel's other terrorist Prime Ministers,
Yitzhak Shamir and Menachem Begin.  
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The anti-Semitism in Europe is a
function of the Jewish support for
Israel's horrific reaction to everything
the occupied Arabs do to remove the
Israeli yoke.

The very same things the pre 1948
Zionist/Jews did to the Arabs and
British in order to get their United
Nations' sanctioned independence in
'48.

excuse me while I vomit into my
yarmulke.

U-P-G-R-A-Y-E-D-D
Don't conflate Jews
and Israelis.
 Yarmulke is yiddish

- more likely used by just a Jew.
 Kippah is the word Israelis use. 

Oldwood

And what was it that
justified the Jewish
expulsion prior to

1948? You can't just pick YOUR
time line to make judgements. Like
it or not, the Jews feel every bit as
justified to their agenda as the
Muslims or even you for that
matter. Its not evil to pursue your
own agenda. Its nature. We cannot
change history, we can only react to
it, hopefully intelligently rather than
emotionally. If you want to be
understanding of the Muslim
perspective, you might want to do
the same for others. Yes, there are
those of ALL cultures and religions
using past injustices to rally
support for extremist actions.

 It would seem that it is the Muslims
that are having a hard time
distinguishing between the state of
Israel and the Jews, as the Muslims
are attacking Jews, not Israel. Like it
or not, if Jews are leaving France to
immigrate to Israel, if those killed in
these attacks are being buried in
Israel because of fear of

"Begin as well as Shamir
(who led the Stern terror
gang) joined forces to
wage a wave of terror
against British and the
Palestinian people during
WW II. Both Begin and
Shamir were wanted by the
British as terrorists for war
crimes against the
Palestinian people."
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desecration, then obviously the Jews
themselves are identifying with
Israel. So don't play semantics. We
know exactly who we are talking
about and we know Israel IS the
defacto representative of The Jews.
To pretend you can effectively
separate the two is silly, even
though technically you might be
correct. Its a distinction without a
difference for the vast majority of
the world.

bid the soldier...
.

 

daveO

'I

have whiled away
many a minute imagining different reasons for this
situation, these 2 rebels against the NWO solidarity
show.'

Bibi was running interference for the false flag intended
to get France back into Syria.

http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index1831.htm

Here's more interference being run. The timing smells.
Maybe, their way of telling Petraeus to keep quiet?

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/chris-
weigant/petraeus-must-be-prosecut_b_...

Here's yet another one.

http://davidstockmanscontracorner.com/the-uses-
and-abuses-of-charlie-heb...

 

"You don’t have to be a conspiracy theorist to see the
confluence of factors at work here, and in France –
where the “Je suis Charlie” “free speech” march has
given way to over fifty arrests for “subversive” speech,
while the French government prints 1.5 million copies
of Charlie Hebdoat taxpayers’ expense. In the
meantime, Socialist President Francois Hollande
addressed his troops aboard the carrier Charles de
Gaulle, declaring “the situation justifies the presence of
our aircraft carrier” in the Middle East."

Once again, I'm shocked! /sarc

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjbPi00k_ME

tumblemore

There's a conflict between neocon firsters and NWO
firsters.
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bid the soldier...
 

 

That was his Mossad
look-alike, Mordechai Kolostomi. 

847328_3527

Niger
protesters burn churches in second day of Charlie
riots  

A day after five people were killed in Niger in protests over the
cartoons, protesters in Niamey attacked a police station and burned
at least two police cars near the main mosque after authorities
banned a meeting called by local Muslim leaders.

 

 

http://news.yahoo.com/niger-protesters-burn-churches-second-
day-charlie-...

Handful of Dust
These
guys need
to watch

more the way it's done in
merika; instead of buring Churches, they're supposed to be
looting big screen TVs, Air Jordan sneakers, etc.

Miss Expectations
Ultra-
Orthodox
Jewish Newspaper Edits Female World Leaders Out

of Charlie Hebdo March
http://www.mediaite.com/online/ultra-orthodox-jewish-
newspaper-edits-fem...

Sinnedi
How
much
did the

federal govt pay you to
post this disinfo? Talk about the truth or get guillotined. 

 

From the dawn of Hall’s career in the early 1920s until his
death in 1990, the Los Angeles teacher wrote about America’s
“secret destiny.” The United States, in Hall’s view, was a society
that had been planned and founded by secret esoteric orders to
spread enlightenment and liberty to the world.

"The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of
the differences caused by the "agentur" of the "Illuminati"
between the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic World.
The war must be conducted in such a way that Islam (the
Moslem Arabic World) and political Zionism (the State of Israel)
mutually destroy each other. Meanwhile the other nations, once
more divided on this issue will be constrained to fight to the
point of complete physical, moral, spiritual and economical
exhaustion…We shall unleash the Nihilists and the atheists, and
we shall provoke a formidable social cataclysm which in all its
horror will show clearly to the nations the effect of absolute
atheism, origin of savagery and of the most bloody turmoil.
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Then everywhere, the citizens, obliged to defend themselves
against the world minority of revolutionaries, will exterminate
those destroyers of civilization, and the multitude, disillusioned
with Christianity, whose deistic spirits will from that moment be
without compass or direction, anxious for an ideal, but without
knowing where to render its adoration, will receive the true
light through the universal manifestation of the pure doctrine
of Lucifer, brought finally out in the public view. This
manifestation will result from the general reactionary
movement which will follow the destruction of Christianity and
atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same time." 4

kaiserhoff
Miss
E has
some

credibility here, built
from many sensible, intelligent, and even civilizing posts.

You, not so much.

Sinnedi

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Id6nCa_OTEM I seen
this same post miss e supposedly posted on multiple
websites. Word for word. And it always appears with
this image. I proved all propaganda on here to be false
in one paragraph. The beginning and the end of it. See
honestly I care about the world enough to not want
people to die just to destroy religion. If the esoterics
would just say hey we do not like religion let's get rid of
it. The whole world would be in revolution to replace
them. But nope they hire puppets, to kill millions of
people to get their agenda to work for them. Well I am
rebelling till they stop killing millions of people. I only
have loved every person I ever met in my life. If that is a
crime lock me up in prison for the rest of my life. Do
you want me in prison? Actually no support the bots
and criticize me in the process of surpressing truth.
 

Miss
Expectations

You
are

full of
shit.  This is the only website I comment on.

Edit:  As St Paul writes, For our struggle is not
against flesh and blood, but against the rulers,
against the authorities, against the powers of this
dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in
the heavenly realms (Eph 6:12). Feuding Brothers
reconcile when there is a maniac at the door. But
step one is notice the maniac, and then set aside
our lesser divisions.

http://blog.adw.org/2013/07/four-common-
tactics-of-the-devil/

U-P-G-
R-A-Y-
E-D-D

As a resident of Israel I am
aware that these publications
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FREQUENTLY remove women from photos.  Hell,
even main-stream large circulation Hebrew
dailies photoshop out people with the WRONG
ETHNICITY http://972mag.com/war-trauma-
kid-not-if-youre-asian/45238/

Why would no one believe that religious
newspapers photoshop out women?  They edit
music so that women's voices are removed
since they're not allowed to listen to women
sing.  Their soldiers walk out of public events
when women sing. What exactly is the debate
here - who is this douche dissing ME? 

Racer
They as good
as stand on the dead bodies to take a photo
opportunity for 'themselves'

Just as you can't believe words that comes out of a banksters
mouth.... this fakery shows how distant these 'representatives' are
from the people

wmbz

Wow! Huge
shocker! Did anyone seriously beleive that the
overlords would stand near the great unwashed?

Unless they needed a shoe shine.

As the devilincarnate H.Reid once said... "In the summer you can
smell them in the gallery"

 

q99x2
Q99X2 was
marching around in a circle that day in support of
replacing governments with open source software

and nobody took a picture of him. BWaaaaahhhh.

 

Peter Pan
Like I said
the other day, this line up of politicians was a
missed chance for a firing squad.

alexmark2013
Turkish
President
Says the Unsayable: ‘West is Behind Charlie Hebdo

False Flag Attacks’ http://investmentwatchblog.com/turkish-
president-says-the-unsayable-west-is-behind-charlie-hebdo-
false-flag-attacks/

disabledvet

Any time
he wants
to jump

in The Sandbox he is free
to join.

xear
I thought
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everyone was clear this was another false flag
operation and we've moved onto something else.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUT7vpohb5k

 

 

Clarabell
False flag
operation
- highly

likely. Staged massacre -
total bull shit

schadenfreude

On a
sidenote:

Bibi was dismissed by the french, but he said he would attend
regardless. So the french invited Abbas as a counterpart.

Inthemix96
Odd isnt it?
 All those fantastic world leaders in the same place
at the same time?  Doubly odd, that the

fundamental terrorists never target the leaders or parliament
members of any country isnt it?

Dont forget this was three days after the 'Horrific' attack in Paris,
now could you just imagine the logistics to get this many fantastic
world leaders in the same place, at the same time, in three days?
 Even after 1500 highly trained and heavily armed 'Police' managed
to take down three folk, but lose one who has since fucked off
elsewhere and just vanished into the ether?

You dont think these cunts could be taking the piss could you?
 These world renowned leaders wouldnt do things like this would
they?

Just think of the cost, especially as the financial world around us is
melting down.

Colour me shocked boys.

;-) 

noben
Has it
occurred
to you that

this would've been a
perfect sniper trap for the one missing leader?

Interesting that the reason given for him not attending was
largely for security reasons and not enough time to prepare.

Fix It Again Timmy

The FAT
always floats to the top...., a pity it wasn't
skimmed.....

suteibu
Interesting,
particularly the reporters without borders index. 
Where are these so-called freedom-loving

reporters on Ukraine, MH17, The TPP, TTIP, Sharyl Attkisson, etc,

-1
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etc? 

The BoDs of reporters without borders are the same people who
run the mainstream media. 

Question everything.

ebear
Reporters
With
Orders.

FieldingMellish

Opportunity
missed.

Joebloinvestor
What they are
going to infer next is that Barry was there and
everybody else was somewhere else.

king leon
Barry
landed in
Paris

TEXAS. Easy mistake for
him, to make.

SpanishGoop

Speaks for
Obama that he didn't want to take part in this
charade.

/////triple sarc

 

chinoslims
Free Press in
the US?  we have forgottenabout AP gate?
 http://scaredmonkeys.com/2013/05/14/ap-gate-

obama-administration-secretl...

El Vaquero
Sorry, but
there are
so many

scandals associated with
Obama and his administration that I just cannot keep them all
straight.  If somebody actually prosecuted them, it would be
called Everythinggate.

dexter_morgan

The US is in a
'satisfactory situation' as far as freedom of the press
goes? Hmmmm.......I guess....if that means

propagandists can flourish. Thankfully there is alternative media
available.......though heavily monitored no doubt.
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Bill of Rights
Fake terror
attacks, fake war on terror. Boy these lefties sure
fucked up the elites plans . This is what happens

when you give low life former hippy dopes power, they fuck up the
rotation .

We call them born and bred dopes for a reason .

Iwanttoknow

Excuse me,
MSM in Canada is good and in the USAA
satisfactory? Tyler,do not print thi shit.

TradingTroll
Precisely
Canadian
Press is

totally muzzled by Zions
owned companies. This story has zero credibility.

restelle
This whole
Charlie Headjob shit is sickening.

Rockfish

What a
wonderful day to catch some relaxing entertainment
from the zero Hedge.

WTFUD
So all my tears
were for nothing! s/c

Sandmann
kopponline
showed that 3 days ago..........

http://info.kopp-verlag.de/hintergruende/deutschland/torben-
grombery/die...

 

wissen dass scheiBe

Nonsense!  This
is a still from Sims 15.

You should see how frau merkel gets after 2 weeks of

Kitchen time.

VWAndy
That photo
op shows they are scared. That they know they are
not leaders but simply school yard bullies. They

have no popular support. Force is all they got. They like to project
an image but that image is fake.
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g speed
That photo
op shows
they are

stupid--- or their
handlers are -- it also shows they are weak-- and yes they are
very afraid-- and they make lots of mistakes and they are
losing control ------soon my friends soon-

cheech_wizard

Brief comedy
interlude to make up for the fact neither Obama or
Biden decided to join in the solidarity march...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DiTNKuuT-Wo

Standard Disclaimer: Screw political correctness.

Tarshatha
We fooled
some folks.

falak pema
That photo
location is not a side street. That is the main
Boulevard Voltaire artery. BUT...it was cordoned off

to allow :

1° The families of victims to parade as a bunch. Ahead of the
Offical bunch.

2° There was a space left. And then the official bunch of world's
"dirty dozen" marched in unison.

Access to Boulevard Voltaire leading from Place de la REpublique to
Place de la Nation, was allowed to the officials arriving by bus from
Elysees Palace at Place LEon Blum. So the busses dropped them off
via a side street at the Leon Blum crossing on Blvd. Voltaire, some
400 yards down from the Place Republique.

This way the officials walked for a quarter of a mile on the Official
route but were cordoned off from the subsequent marchers who
would follow in their hundreds of thousands (millions?) later on
during the day, once the officials had been whisked off.

divingengineer

when those
pictures come out in the new Common Core
textbooks, Obama and Holder will be

photoshopped into it.

Monty Burns
+100

dexter_morgan
Cowards,
soundrels, and assbags....that's what world
leadership is these days.

kchrisc

Only the sheeple
expect more from these liars, criminals, and
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murderers.

A fake march and photo op over a fake event. LOL

The banksters need to repay us.

 

I don't wish harm on any of these liars, criminals, and murderers,
only the guillotine.

Barnaby
The third act
of Blazing Saddles for many, many reasons comes to
mind.

dexter_morgan

WAY off
topic, but too bizarre not to question.

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2015/01/17/woman-plans-to-
marry-her-father-aft...

There is this sentence in there....is this accurate? WTF?

"After the wedding, the woman says they plan to move to New
Jersey where adult incest is legal."

Barnaby
Actually if
you look
at the

grammar, not too off
topic after all.

*Calls up Fox News to complain and gets reporter promoted.*

JamaicaJim
Fuck this
gaggle of douchebags...

Call me when the Rothchilds and the rest of the Bilderbooging
cunt-elitist swine shows their fucking faces....backing both
sides motherfuckers...a rooting out of these bastards and
bitchs is in order...

for God Damned Starters....

 

Againstthelie

Western
media.

Bunga Bunga
Calm down,
the mass murder bloc needs a little bit of safety
distance.

Q-Q-Q
Just more of
the normal media msm assisted fraud.
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Seasmoke
Wouldn't this
be where ISIS should be ??? That's why I will never
join them , I don't understand their strategy .....

 

/Sarc. 

CunnyFunt

You know
things are deteriorating when Namibia has a greater
degree of press freedom than the U.S. and much of

Europe.

#timeforpitchforksandtorches

HerrDoktor
and they
have a
pretty

good literacy rate of
about 76%. 

Monty Burns
Israel has
a very
free

press.  I've found that
you'll get way more honest and open discussion on Jewish
issues than you will in any Western outlet.

U-P-G-R-A-Y-E-D-
D

That's
not an
indication of a free press, MB.  It just means

that the foreign press (outside of the land) is very much
controlled on the issue of Palestine and anything at all
critical of "Jews" - i.e. Jewish issues.  If the press here didn't
talk about "Jewish issues", what else would the press write
about?

JimmyRainbow

u r late

http://www.al-
monitor.com/pulse/originals/2015/01/turkey-syria-intellige...

SweetDoug
'

'

'

Yup. .

 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/01/11/us-france-shooting-
idUSKBN0KK0...

(Reuters) - World leaders including Muslim and Jewish statesmen
linked arms to lead more than a million French citizens through
Paris in an unprecedented march to pay tribute to victims of
Islamist militant attacks.
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V-V

JimmyRainbow

https://twitter.com/borzou/status/554606282192465920/photo/1

Heavy
I was
wondering why they were all looking for the sniper
yet nobody shot them.

They were afraid, but the thought of wasting an expoitable
propaganda opportunity was too much for them, so call in the
artificial background and fire up the cameras.

Coletrane

apropos of
nothing, 

i cant help but  wonder what the reaction of these free speech
defenders would be if the cover of the magazine depicted one
Barrack Obama swinging from a tree with one hand and holding a
banana in the other.

 

i hardly believe that free speech would be at the top of their talking
points.

Monty Burns
There's no
free
speech

anywhere, least of all in
the advanced Western democracies. People are regularly
prosecuted, jailed fired from their jobs for saying something
deemed offensive by one of the protected groups. That means
everyone except White non-Jewish males.

debtor of last ...
But but... my
Google glasses convinced me they were there?

I want my money back.

Victory_Garden

Bankster puppet
maker laughs and jolles;
"hey!...barf...snort....chuck...that head clown is not

supposed to be front
center...sloberett....frackle...gurg...and....spittle...that guy in the
back is out of line!..rallllfff...slober...slime...I do not see the shape
of the pyramid like I ordered...burrrrrp......wtf
over?...snarvel...slurp...garf...!!...now get back in line or I'll have the
imperial guard cut off your electronic duckets and you will shrivel
and die before being thrown off a high tower in a low neighborhood
this side of babylonia somewhere!...burp...gurggle...barf....where's
my tunafish schnapps?"

Slave: Eeppp..eeepp...yesssir oh flunky of the money-god....done as
a dill pickle icicle-pop.
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Bilderberg Member
They were at
the right street, it was the serfs at the wrong
location!

silentboom

So typical
bullshit.  While the right wing talking heads were
screaming because Obomba didn't go to the march

there actually was no march at all.  This is why we can't trust any of
this shit.  Everything is a lie, the right wing is perfectly happy to
push the narritive as long as it advances neoconservatism while
bashing the president who is probably on their side.  Always the
scripted wrestling match with us losing.

FJ
Can't stop
laughing... https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=-6YMov3fYvs

l.kimbot
Our beloved
sociopathic leaders, avoiding the unwashed
masses at all costs, yet always anxious to appear

to be wanting to be "one of you." 

pashley1411

you can't have
fake pictures of the 1300 hundred years dead
Prophet, but you can have fake pictures of your

elected leaders.   got it?

The common thread is that the objective of both is to control you.  

Truly Inspiration
Meanwhile:
Turkish president accuses ‘the West’ of being
behind Charlie Hebdo attacks and deliberately

‘blaming Muslims’ as conspiracy theories sweep the Internet
accusing Israel of orchestrating it”

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2908358/Turkish-
president-accuse...

dot_bust
I think France
bought the whole photo op thing Sandy Hook, line,
and sinker. 

And maybe Charlie Hebdo is looking for Charlie in
Vietnam...somewhere near the Gulf of Tonkin.

smacker

The chart
leaves me wondering if countries coloured yellow
"satisfactory situation" - a polite way of saying 'not

good enough' - is due to subtle political censorship, unspoken
political threats or a cosy conspiratorial relationship between media
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and government which opens the door to self-censorship.

And I note that Japan gets and orange "noticeable problems".

U-P-G-R-A-Y-E-D-D
Lovely
how the
problem

Japan has that you might
be able to notice is the death of its population due to
governmental coverup and press repression on the issue of a
failed nuke power plant.  Just sayin...

smacker

Indeed. The numbers
of early deaths from Fukushima are one of the suppressed
consequences of that disaster. The amount of additional
pollution in the Pacific Ocean is another and the effect it is
having on fish stocks is yet another. All of this is being
comprehensively covered up by the Japanese government -
with co-operation from other governments - and the MSM.
Rare reports of disfigured, dead fish being washed up are
quickly buried.

The central planners
For me that
those countries marked on yellow should be marked
in red too in special the US.

BouncingCat
So with the
area to be secured, and this clearly planned in
advance, the failure of the Obama administration

is even more glaring.

HowdyDoody

Come on,
be
realistic.

He would have to
interrupt a game. Also you try getting access to a good course
close to Paris at such short notice.

dirty belly
Back lot at
Universal Studios, Universal City, CA.

You are going to see a lot of 'unmasking' here in the near future. 

Saturday, January 17, 2015

Evaluate RUMSFELD grid ratio
Posted by Cobra at 12:41 PM

silentsock

....Or at least
some mortars?
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Rakshas
THANK
YOU!!!!

silentsock

Was there NO
ONE in the area with a dammed Howitzer?

 

Geez...

JR

As John
Kennedy authored: “Profiles in Courage”!

And with all the hand wringing about Obama’s absence for the
march, couldn’t he at least have been photo-opted in?

Smegley Wanxalot
Sad part is
that while cordoned off they could have all been
taken out right there at once with no civilian

carnage, but it didn't happen.

bardot63
Somebody is
bullshitting somebody here.  The ZH pix does not
conform to pix showing leaders with a banner 50

feet long saying Je Suis Charlie.   I can't get it copied into this reply,
but it's
there.............http://www.cnn.com/2015/01/11/world/charlie-
hebdo-paris-march/

 

its' an entirely different picture.  who's bullshitting who? 

dexter_morgan

Tough to
say,
except if

its on CNN that makes it
immediately suspect to me. But that's just me.

fel.temp.reparatio
It's a
different
group of

people... here's another
group with the same banner.

jonjon831983
I was
wondering how they did it, putting so many
dignitaries in one spot would be a security

nightmare.  Once again, cropping does its magic.

HowdyDoody

I was
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surprised to see Lavrov mentioned. He is a fantastic
diplomat. So I looked into the case mentioned. The

reporter indeed insulted (possibly libeled) someone and was fined a
proportion of his salary by the judge. The reporter skipped town
before the money could be recovered. Unsurprisingly, the judge
was not impressed and sentenced him to a jail term for what was
effectively contempt of court. It seems RWB can resort to bending
the truth when it suits them. I guess they are yet another co-opted
NGO.

Lostinfortwalton
At this point
"What difference does it make?". Photoshop O,
Holder, and Kerry in there. James Taylor, too! Maybe

even Hillary to help her campaign. Never let an opportunity go
to....whatever.

One of We

Old news.  WB
posted that one on ZH the day it happened.....

Ariadne
I love French
culture. Those people have awesome tactics to assert
democratic control you haven't imagined yet. Italians

are pretty incredible too.

I'd hate to see the fine values of these cultures go extinct. The
French language is the language of diplomacy for a reason.

I have tangled with French swindlers, but I have also tangled, in
order of magnitude of losses, Jewish, Italian, German, English,
French, Irish and African swindlers. Not one Muslim. I haven't done
much business with muslims but they all honored their contracts to
the letter. I liked the Afghani and Indian muslims best. By my
values, the Iraqi men I dealt with over several years and alliances,
all had major issues about sex. The east med muslims all treated
women as goyim. In my experience jews are most likely to try to rip
me off, because I'm not a jew, amount of value at stake isn't at all
relevant. I lost money to jews 3 times before i refused to do
business with them ever, specifically because they are jews. I lost to
English well over 20 times. But the betrayal of those few jews cost
me at least 10x more than all the English combined, endangered
my life. The English raked me over the coals, but they weren't about
to kill their flock.

I was young then.

Counting incidents, hands down English crooks are my noids. Not
because they are badass, but because I'm celt - easy prey for Anglo
villains. Same reason jews are most often exploited by jews, blacks
by blacks, Catholics by the Pope, etc. State education only makes it
worse.

Ventnor
Sorry,
but the
notion

that the Pope "exploits"
Catholics is inane.

Ariadne

Religion is the
biggest scam on the planet. The humanitarian
accomplishments it lays claim to would have been done
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anyway, and more if it wasn't in the way. Take this:

I started out an orphan, in a Catholic orphanage. I saw child
molesters in frock when I was 3. You will never, ever
imagine what its like to be that vulnerable. If you could,
you'd see what I see: demented adult children, everywhere.
I survived that holocaust. Many did not. In this life I
witnessed that. I wish I didn't. That was my childhood in the
First world. That horror is not worse in the 3rd worlds
because at least until the generation of swine they didn't
have extremely wealthy people around them to make them
realize their extreme hardships. I Do.

Having "made it", having clawed my way to the top 1%,
honestly, I try to help other survivors of this weird,
unpredictable experience called Life, that you take for
granted. That can end any minute. There is no continuity.
You think there is: you're wrong.

I know, I'm the common factor in the equation. I must be
prejudiced. And so are you all.

I trust 2 people with my life. Rich or poor, thats excellent. 2
more than you. Both are christian. One is devoutly Catholic.
Other than my grandmother she has the finest judgement
of any woman I have known. I look after her: she looked
after me. I met her late in life, this isn't the textbook
maternal bond.

I traced my family. I know who killed my father, and why. I
knew my grandmother. She was awesome. She was a
hardass. She called politicians rats. So do I, for the same
reasons.

When you get old, in western culture, thats all there is. We
westerners are generous when we are flush because we
know, Nothing Lasts. Except for the Generation of Swine,
we know our good fortune is temporary, so we shared our
wealth, hoping others will help us when we were down on
our luck. its generational. Its instinct.

So as you witness today, some seeds we fertilized without
first discriminating their ethics are killing us. This is why all
socialists are wrong. Only an individual will change the
world. My judgement is supreme.

Help you? First you must convince me. Why should I save
you from your fate? Every rich person I know would invest
in a good thing. Not one will throw money at a bad deal. So,
by this apparent fact, coercive government programs are
sinkers.

If you want me to invest myself in you, so far utterly
worthless to me humanity, sell me. What have you got
worth my time?

hooligan2009

beer....mmmmm
:)

hooligan2009

beer....mmmmm
:)

CaptainMoonlight
hang em all
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Madcow
The only thing
gov-co can do now to fight the global deflationary
"debt is money" collapse is to go all-in in support of

the terrorism economy - and hope everyone on the planet starts
raping and chopping each other's heads off. Head choppers, head-
chopping prevention, prisons, predator drones and government
panty-cams. These are the growth industries if the future.

pipes

Je suis
charade

Prober
WOW !
What a revelation !!!

This must mean that the attack never really happened, people were
never killed, etc.

Must be part of the vast all-encompassing zionist banker
conspiracy commented on SO FREQUENTY ENDLESSLY
NAUSEATINGLY on ZH.

Armed Resistance
Says a guy
who's
ZHOU

handle is named after his
favorite anal toy...

holdbuysell

Revelation,
indeed.

My biggest revelation in
this paradigm is that false flags will cost lives, potentially lots,
and potentially those around me and mine as well.

This is not a game played with the 'safety on'.

 

Nexus789
Funny that the
US is viewed as 'satisfactory' when there are subtle
'indirect' means of influencing the media and the

message which does not involve physical threats to journalists - 6
mainstream media groups in the US parrot the same messge.

U-P-G-R-A-Y-E-D-D
In a way,
this index
of "press

freedom" really only
highlights the places where people resist and are dealt with
seriously.  In the US and other "enlightened" and "free press"
countries, most of the real challenges to the elite and their
power structure are sublimated and conformity is more
important.  

YakTrader

I was there.
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 You can see me about 15 rows back on the left.  It
was so emotional.  I cried for days. 

Wahooo
We're all
foreign
leaders

now.

blindman

stovepipe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=0KK9loxy2oY&index=4&list=UULwXLS-

KHDAABP...

theyjustcantstop
those leaders,
doing this empowered the terrorist.

they know now how scared the leaders are.

 

Babaloo
And how
many of you douchebags were badmouthing
Obama for not going? I swear, sometimes the

comments section here reads like Fox news.

You're mostly a pathetic bunch of whiners without one original
thought...

Berspankme

be sure
you
wipe

obie's jizm off your
cheeks before going out in public you fucking whiner

bid the soldier...
He didn't
go cause
he's a

scaredy cat.

If Liberace was president, he would have gone.

He went to India yesterday. check out the daily mail

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1326962/Obamas-
India-visit-secur...

Make sure you have a bucket handy in case you get bilious.

Porous Horace
What? Politics
is nothing but theater? I'm shocked... shocked!!

Ventnor

The US --
deemed to have satisfactory press freedom -- is
crippled by political correctness.  It is ubiquitous
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and so deeply held that our "free press," while independent of the
government because it is privately owned, functions nevertheless
as official regime media.  

The shameful coverage of the MH 17 story is a case in point -- our
media dropped the story once sanctions were in place, and once
the evidence began to suggest that hte pro-Russian insurgents
were not at fault. Similarly shameful: our media's incessant
contention that it was Russia that destabilized Ukraine; that Russia
up and invaded Georgia unprovoked; their failure to question our
government's presumed opposition to radical Islam even as both
parties supported the overthrow of secular Moslem governments in
Iraq, Egypt, Libya and Syria.

One could go on and on.  There is a long laundry list of Washington
contradictions and double standards that our media -- if we had a
"satisfactory" degree of press freedon -- would be doggedly
invesitgating and bringing to light.  But they do nothing of the kind.
 They look the other way.

holdbuysell

Watch the
video provided by stormcloudsgathering here that
shows the alleged killing of the officer. Turn the

sound off to completely blind yourself from any color in the
narrative relative to what you see.

You decide.

http://stormcloudsgathering.com/charlie-hebdo-cover-up

Goldilocks
THE MONKS-
johnny b rotten-uk 1979 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Swhmiuvs04

(3:19)

J Mahoney

J Mahoney

Victor999
We are led by
liars and deceivers and informed by liars and
deceivers.  They have been caught so many times in

their lies and deceptions that it is a wonder that anyone stilll
believes the rubbish they talk - but they do, a lot of them do.  And I
suppose that is why they continue their mission.

Ginsengbull

"Never let a
little thing
like the

truth get in the way of a
good story."

joe90
The
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magazine is 1/3 owned by one of the Rothchilds

nah
SLAVERY IS A
BYPRODUCT OF IGNORANCE

Terp

"French TV
revealed"

 

lol, without that pesky student tweeting that pic they wouldn´t
have revealed shit...a tweet which went viral the day after the march
btw, so not exactly news here.

 

freedom123
I don't
understand the purpose of this article.

So those people who are current different level leaders of different
countries should not show their support for press freedom? Taking
into account their status - shouldn't there be more security for
them and that is why they are at separate group protected by
police, SWAT force? Even if some of them doesn't respect press
freedom as Russia - shoud other kick him out?

So what is the purpose of this article?

basho
quite
simple
really, it

was not reported that
way.

read your favorites like the Telegraph or the NYT. it all sounds
different.

but then maybe that is your idea of press freedom.

that is the purpose of this article to demonstrate how easy it is
to dupe people like you.

wake up.

freedom123

For

statistics:

You didn't answered to none of the question.

basho

that is the
purpose of this article to demonstrate how easy it is to
dupe people like you
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fel.temp.reparatio
Think about this... you can't have your
head in the sand without being on
your knees first.

U-P-G-R-A-Y-E-D-D

Given
that Bibi
forced

his way to the front of
this fauxlidarity event and Israel has somehow managed to
strong arm its way out of poor rankings on free press, I will
remind everyone of how Israe treats non-Jewish press.  If you
care to appear anywhere near the Israeli army, they will use
flechette shells against you:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BjW7sIbB7dA

TheFourthStooge-ing
.

Kiev Yatzi Junta demonstrates support for press freedom:

http://www.rt.com/news/219267-protest-bandera-
journalists-attacked/

Firebombs, Censorship, Wanted Lists - Media Freedom Under
Kiev Junta:

http://russia-insider.com/en/2015/01/12/2346

Poroshenko is Charlie:

http://cs540100.vk.me/c622718/v622718710/139c8/d8HAzDHbaGo.jpg

Purpose of comments from viedoklis_lv (freedom123) is to earn
daily wage of potato for cheap propaganda trolling.

Radical Marijuana
I do NOT like
being forced to agree with Deek Jackson, but
nevertheless, the more one knows, the worse it

gets!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1L2pXYFGSE&

FKN SHOW - With Deek Jackson 01 15 15

That video by Deek Jackson repeats the video of The Charlie
Hebdo Solidarity Photo-Op, which was staged PROPAGANDA. At
about the 13:40 mark, to the end, the lyrics of "The Freedumb
Song" are superimposed on the Charlie Hebdo Solidarity Photo-
Op video ... I also do not regard it as superficial co-incidence that,
around about the 4 minute mark of that Jackson video, he switches
gears from saying:

"It's not murder. It's, ah, national security. Yeah, let's national
security those niggers to death. Then, we'll national security
some fucking hippies to death."

I REPEAT:

Hippies were voluntary coloured people.

The standard culture connotations were
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So those people
who are current different level leaders of different
countries should not show their support for press
freedom?

So what is the purpose of this article?
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"Crazy Nigga" <=> "Radical Marijuana"

muleskinner
They're the
epitome of useful idiots, the idiots.

Tell somebody who gives a shit, they're all a bunch of buffoons,
babooms in the jungle wreaking havoc and screaming like raped
apes.

The march of slaves begins with the best slaves doing the job
they're supposed to do, be a slave.  When it hits the airwaves, it
proves beyond all doubt that they are slaves.

Just a bunch of dumb enslaved niggers making it look like they're
in control, the kooks are out in full force.

Not Counting Niggers by George Orwell:

 

http://orwell.ru/library/articles/niggers/english/e_ncn

Ginsengbull

How about a
new organization named "Borders without Reporters"?

U-P-G-R-A-Y-E-D-D
Je suis
Jacque's complete lack of surprise

freedom123
Encirclement
http://youtu.be/R0DRkCoMWoE

People of Dontesk reporting that Putin regime goons shooting from
residential areas this way using civilians as human shields. These
are so called "protectors".

http://youtu.be/l47iWrV3ERs

TheFourthStooge-ing

Irrelevant

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEDJN_4r4eI&t=5s

Latvian honey dipper shills the cheapest of propaganda for Kiev
Yatzi Junta because he yearns for good old days of Latvian
S.S.R.

http://i67.fastpic.ru/big/2014/1207/46/dc51a1d1dd7ade94bc19e23758dc0146.gif

freedom123

And
these
are

bandits that people of
Ukraine are fighting with:

http://youtu.be/j8b816-sEKI

Putin regime trolls and Putin regime propoganda channels call
them "own people" that are killed by Ukranians. Allah akbar
from chechnya...
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Tursas
And
this is
the

truth? 

IndianaJohn

The
young
soldier

was there for the
purpose of killing the people of Donetsk.

freedom123

Peope of dontesk
doesn't want those Putin regime goons invading their
region. Because they loot, kill, use civilians as human
shield. They are no protectors, they are invading force that
used people in that region. And there are no Ukranian
sodiers that want to kill people in Donetsk - that is only
Putin regime propoganda lies. And you are a fool if you
believe those lies and a criminal fool if you spread them as
a troll.

These are people of that region:

http://youtu.be/M3AKjF4okpE

https://twitter.com/lis_ukrop/status/556788840950923264

More videos of Putin regime goons using GRAD from
civilians residential areas using civilians as human shield:

http://youtu.be/ahNEamuabGk

Bioscale

How do you
know what Donetsk people want? How the fuck you
know? Stop this propaganda.

new Eahudimac

You are
such a
douche.

Take your bullshit
elsewhere, fartknocker.

RealityCheque
Judging by
the huge upswing in Hebdo sales, maybe this type
of false flag is the answer to CNBCs ratings.

"Terrorists" pull up, kill a few money-honeys and dickhead hosts
(Quickie and Cramer, for sure), cue outpouring of grief and other
bollocks, ratings fly up.

Job done. 

Blood Spattered...
You
should
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Path:

chage your avatar. Your
current one makes you
look an idiot.

Or is that the look you are going for?

tumblemore
What's scary
is they thought they had enough control over the
media to get away with such a blatant lie.

NubianSundance

Seems many
people in France doubt the official line...

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/paris-attacks-
jeanmarie-l...

justsayin2u
Has the world
always been bullsht or is it just that past 20 years or
so.  

new Dr. Gonzo
Yeah. I was
surprised and under the impression they actually
got off their butts and were walking on a real street

with real people and I'm usually very skeptical. Goes to show you
that the public can never take the press and and or the politicians
at their word and we should always suspect that they are trying to
decieve us when their lips are moving. 

new _SILENCER

Nice photo
op. Where's an A-10 when you really need one?

new sTls7
Typical
politicians doing what they do best...  campaign.
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